
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of SAP BPC. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for SAP BPC

Represent expert voice of the Corporate systems with other IT groups in
envisioning sessions
Become the trusted internal advisor for key business users
Assist in troubleshooting production support issues
Design functional solutions to solve business problems and needs using SAP
BPC HANA which relates to Entertainment accounting/planning functions
such as GAAP amortization, participants & residuals, electronic sell-thru,
download to rent, advertisement supported streaming, accounting variations
due to profitable show versus deficit show, tax amortization, books closings
and planning functions
Perform fit-gap analysis via discovery by engaging with business units and
other corporate systems team members
Configure processes in SAP BPC using EPM skills, BADI, script logics and
computations
Advise on solution roadmap for BPC projects taking into account current
Microsoft and Netweaver footprint for Studio Production Planning processes
Conduct comparative research and recommend strategies for migration from
BPC Microsoft to Netweaver and platform consolidation for Studio
Production Planning processes
Represent expert voice of the SAP CoE with other IT groups in envisioning
sessions
SAP functional experience with SAP module
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Administer BPC Application (IP, BPC CONSOL and SAP BPC Planning) and
from time to time other BI systems ensuring robust performance
management and issue resolution
At least 5 years experience in SAP BPC
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Finance, or Accounting preferred
Ability to provide architectural solution & ownership of multiple independent
changes and projects simultaneously
Ability to validate and challenge user requirements to ensure that
appropriate due diligence is placed on requirements as opposed to delivering
unreasonable or unnecessary functionality
In depth knowledge of the SAP BPC system to ensure Scoping, Initial
Investigation, Feasibility and Design provide an accurate assessment of
impact including work effort and cost


